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Combining Belgian 
craftsmanship and  
a Danish ethos, 
effortless cosiness  
and sustainability  
find expression in  
Hygge Flames.



We’ve reimagined 
the fireplace — 

All your Hygge Flames need is electricity.

Hygge Flames,  
the fireplace for the wellbeing 
of the future generations.

no chimneytopscreen

backscreen

no fireproof materials

semi-transparent mirror,  
fully retractable®

simply connect to an outlet

no gas

no fresh air

lifelike LED logset

Holo-3D flames®

natural crackling sound

compact unit



P I O N E E R I N G P E R S O N A L

lifelike virtual fireplace – the only true 
alternative to the traditional fireplace

15 hyper-realistic holographic 3D visuals 
of woodfire flames, enchanting sparks, 
drifting smoke and glowing embers 

a combination of real flame images  
and HD video from 2 screens,  
semi-transparent mirror and a realistic 
burning logset to create the perfect 
illusion of a wood fire 

natural logset lit from the inside using 
the colour LED lighting technology® – to 
simulate flames emanating from the logs 
and glowing embers

2 built-in speakers producing the 
realistic sound of a crackling fire

fully retractable mirror®

remote control

the beauty of a woodfire, adapted to modern life

select your prefered image of the flames and glow 
of the embers, from a smooth burn to a roaring fire

backwall with bricks, black ribbed panels  
or plain steel

each logset is a unique handcrafted creation 
 
the opportunity to further customize your Hygge 
Flames by adding some ashes and coals as a 
finishing touch to the logs 

mastery of sound: from silence to natural crackling

models available as built-in, wall mounted, 
freestanding or moveable

personalise your Hygge Flames by selecting from a 
range of standard or custom-made designs, each 
crafted from high quality materials including blue 
laminated, black, rusted or powder coated steel; or 
fully customize your own unique masterpiece.

even when it’s turned off, it looks like natural logs 
waiting to be ignited

soothing and relaxing ambiance,  
anytime of the year



E C O

S A F E

E A S Y

no wood, no gas, no combustion

zero emissions, zero dust, zero CO2

low power consumption

no fire hazards, no hot embers, no risk  
of CO poisoning

zero burns – children and pets can play 
in absolute safety

no danger to clients in commercial or 
public spaces

electric fireplace – only requiring a simple 
electrical outlet connection 

no chimney, no air inlet, no gas line,  
no fireproof materials

compact unit, space-saving

easy to install in any room or into your existing 
wood or gas fire

low maintenance – no soot, no ashes,  
no wood-storage

when moving, simply unplug



Built-in: Easily installed as a standard unit. A simple electrical 
outlet connection is all that is required. No chimney, fireproof 

materials or other specification to consider.

www.hyggeflames.com
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This is not simply a fireplace, but a  
Holo-3D flames® fireplace. Hygge Flames 
offers the ultimate interior experience, 
fostering cosiness and moments of joy all  
in complete harmony with the environment.



Surrounds: each crafted from blue laminated, black, 
rusted or powder coated steel. 

As the “heart” of any space, anywhere, this fireplace 
truly provides the ‘hygge’ atmosphere.

Personalize your Hygge Flames by 
selecting from a range of standard 
or custom-made fireplaces 

Find more of our built-in, wall 
mounted, freestanding and 
moveable models and surrounds  
at www.hyggeflames.com 





‘hygge’ 
Happiness,  
the Danish way

John De Smecht, co-founder

“Hygge is stepping back from the  
rush of daily life to make time for  
those moments of wellbeing.” 

www.hyggeflames.com


